Since source code plagiarism is an emerging issue on Computer Science major and Python is a new popular programming language, this paper aims to empirically enlist plagiarism attacks that might be occurred on Python source code. As our case study, our work will be focused on source code plagiarism in object-oriented environment. The result of this work is expected to become either an evaluation baseline or a prior knowledge for developing Python-targeted plagiarism detection system. Based on 280 plagiarism-suspected pairs that were extracted from four Basic Data Structure classes, four findings can be deducted. First, there are 20 distinct Python plagiarism attacks that might be occurred in object-oriented environment. Second, plagiarism attack trend on both object-oriented and procedural environment are considerably similar to each other. Third, there is no need to handle plagiarism attacks in both object-oriented and procedural environment separately. Last, plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment is more monotonous than such attacks in procedural environment.
INTRODUCTION
Source code plagiarism refers to an act of reusing other people's code without acknowledging the original author beforehand [1] . It is a big concern on undergraduate Computer Science major since, on such major, most assignments are submitted electronically and such electronic representation can be easily replicated in a no time [2] . To handle such issue, several automatic plagiarism detection systems have been developed. These systems are expected to extenuate the burden of detecting such illegal behavior.
As our long-term goal, we plan to propose a Python-targeted source code plagiarism detection system for programming assignments in our university. However, since developing a solution without knowing the problem well might cause an incompatible solution, this paper will act as a prior work to map the problem (i.e. possible attacks that might be occurred on programming courses) comprehensively. It will be conducted based on 280 plagiarism-suspected pairs collected from four undergraduate classes of Basic Data Structure course. We are aware that Karnalim has done similar work on Introductory Programming course [3] . Hence, we complement his work by focusing on two new contributions. First, we will enlist plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment. Second, we will check whether the trend of plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment is similar to such trend in procedural environment.
RELATED WORK
According to Al-Khanjari et al [4] , by excluding hybrid approach, source code plagiarism detection system can be classified into two categories, namely attributebased and structure-based approach. On the one hand, attribute-based approach refers to an approach which relies on key properties to determine similarity. The key properties are extracted from both compared-to-be source codes and then compared using a particular similarity algorithm. To enhance the accuracy, some of them use approximate-matching algorithm that has been well-used on Information Retrieval domain [5] , [6] or Machine Learning domain [7] . In such manner, detected cases are not only limited to verbatim copy but also partially-similar copy. On the other hand, structure-based approach refers to an approach which relies on source code structure to determine similarity. Source codes are converted to internal representation, such as source code token [8] , [9] or low-level token [2] , [10] and then compared to each other using a string similarity algorithm. According to several works [11] , [12] , this kind of approach outperforms attribute-based approach in terms of effectiveness toward most plagiarism cases.
When observed further toward these plagiarism detection systems, most of them were developed by viewing source code plagiarism from black-box perspective. They did not consider the detail of plagiarism characteristics before developing the system. Hence, we would argue that some of them might not be applicable on real environment. This paper aims to fill such gap by providing plagiarism characteristics. Such characteristics will be generated by enlisting possible plagiarism attacks that might be occurred on programming courses. For our case study, we will focus on Python plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment. It is important to note that this work complements Karnalim's work [3] by focusing on two new contributions. First, our work will be focused on object-oriented environment, an environment that has not been discussed by Karnalim's work. Second, our work will check whether the trend of plagiarism attacks in objectoriented environment is similar to such trend in procedural environment.
Besides providing a prior knowledge for developing a Python-targeted source code plagiarism detection system, there are two other benefits that can be extracted from this work. First, listed Python plagiarism attacks can be used as evaluation metrics for evaluating already-developed plagiarism detection system. Second, plagiarism attack trend can be used as a part of prior consideration before developing a Python-targeted source code plagiarism detection system. If the trend of plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment is similar to such trend in procedural environment, then it is unnecessary to handle plagiarism attacks in both environments separately. Otherwise, plagiarism attacks should be handled separately based on their environment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In general, there are two research questions proposed in this work. First, what kinds of plagiarism attacks are occurred on object-oriented environment? Second, is plagiarism attack trend in object-oriented environment similar to such trend in procedural environment? Both questions will be answered by conducting our fourfold proposed methodology. The first research question will be answered on the third phase while the second one will be answered on the fourth phase.
Our proposed methodology consists of four phases that should be executed in sequential manner. These phases are raw data collection, plagiarism-suspected pair filtering, manual classification of plagiarism attacks, and trend analysis.
First, raw data collection is responsible to collect student source codes for our dataset. This phase is implemented by collecting all submitted source code projects from four undergraduate classes of Basic Data Structure (BDS) course. Such course was held in the even semester of 2016/2017 academic year where each student is required to submit 14 source code projects for the whole semester. In terms of involved built-in functions and syntaxes, this course extends function and syntax set from Introductory Programming course [3] by incorporating standard objectoriented concept namely class, constructor, method, and attribute. It is important to note that BDS course is selected as our case study instead of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) course since we want to check plagiarism attack trend on a course that utilize object-oriented environment as its supplementary topic, not the main one. That is why we use the term Object-Oriented Environment instead of Object-Oriented Programming as our terminology.
Second, plagiarism-suspected pair filtering is responsible to select the most representative plagiarism-suspected pairs. This phase is implemented by generating plagiarism-suspected pairs in pairwise manner for each assignment per class. To ensure that such pairs are plagiarism-suspected pairs, we will only take pairs that satisfy two rules. First, both projects should be graded with a score higher or equal to 80 of 100. Such rule is applied to ensure that both projects share the same goal (i.e. solving the problem correctly), as it is known that two source codes with different goals cannot be considered as a plagiarism pair. Second, similarity degree between both projects should be more or equal to average similarity threshold on such assignment. Such rule is applied to ensure that both projects share a considerably high similarity, as it is known that high similarity is one of the key factors to determine plagiarism. Similarity measurement is implemented as in Karnalim's work [3] . Both projects will be converted to token sequences and compared to each other using Rabin-Karp Greedy String Tiling algorithm. The only difference between his work and ours is that, in our work, since a project may contain more than one source code file, token sequence for each project will be formed as the concatenation of token sequences resulted from source code files on that project.
Since the authors of this work are required to classify automatically-listed plagiarism attacks manually at the third phase, not all pairs are fed to the third phase. Instead, for each assignment, we will take 5 random pairs per class. We prefer to select such pairs randomly rather than only taking pairs with the highest similarity degree since some plagiarism attacks might not be found on top pairs due to their significant modification. As a result, there are 280 plagiarism-suspected pairs. These pairs are generated by taking 5 random pairs per class per assignment where there are 4 classes and 14 assignments.
Third, manual classification of plagiarism attacks is responsible to empirically enlist plagiarism attacks found on filtered pairs. It is the only phase that will be conducted manually by the authors. In terms of responsibility, the second author is responsible to enlist initial attack list while the first author is responsible to evaluate such list and perform some corrections if necessary.
Last, trend analysis is responsible to check whether the trend of resulted plagiarism attack list is similar to the trend of plagiarism attack list in procedural environment. This phase will be conducted by comparing the frequency distribution of Karnalim's and our plagiarism attack list using Pearson correlation [13] .
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

What kinds of plagiarism attacks are occurred on object-oriented environment?
According to our proposed methodology, 20 distinctive plagiarism attacks are extracted from 280 plagiarism-suspected pairs. The detail and occurrence frequency of these attacks can be seen on Table 1 , sorted in descending order of occurrence frequency. Similar with attacks listed on Karnalim's work [3] , each attack works in reversible fashion. For instance, if an attack is focused on incorporating a dummy method, then removing dummy method is also considered as that attack. The occurrence frequency distribution of listed plagiarism attacks from Karnalim's work [3] and ours can be seen on Figure 1 . Vertical axis represents normalized occurrence frequency degree in percentage. It is calculated by dividing the frequency with the total number of involved pairs for each dataset. On the contrary, horizontal axis represents merged plagiarism attack set from Karnalim's and our work. Since the number of distinct plagiarism attacks found in our work is lower than Karnalim's work, we map our attacks to his list and only leave the attack as it is if it is not listed on Karnalim's work. For convenience, on Figure 1 , each Karnalim's listed attack will be prefixed with KP and followed by its unique ID where the detail for such ID can be seen on his work [3] . It is important to note that, since our attack list put more details on comment, whitespace, and identifier name modification, some attacks are merged to fit Karnalim's attack scope. Such merging mechanism is conducted by recounting such frequency toward our dataset based on Karnalim's attack scope. When correlation between both trends is measured using Pearson correlation, it is clear that both trends share high similarity. It generates 0.961 while the maximum similarity score for such correlation is 1. Hence, it can be stated that plagiarism attack trend in object-oriented environment is similar with such trend in procedural environment. Such finding is also strengthened by the fact that both trends are visually similar to each other on Figure 1 .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have enlisted Python plagiarism attacks from four classes of Basic Data Structure course. For each class, we have taken all programming assignment that were submitted during the even semester of 2016/2017 academic year. Such assignments are expected to represent Python source codes on objectoriented environment. In addition to providing plagiarism attack list, there are three additional findings that can be deducted. First, plagiarism attack trend in both object-oriented and procedural environment are considerably similar to each other. Second, there is no need to handle plagiarism attacks on both environments separately since the frequency distribution of Python plagiarism attacks in both environments are considerably similar. Last, plagiarism attacks in object-oriented environment is more monotonous than such attacks in procedural environment since the number of distinct plagiarism attacks on our work is significantly lower than such number on Karnalim's work.
For future work, we plan to use this work, along with Karnalim's work [3] , as a baseline to develop a Python-targeted plagiarism detection system. Moreover, we also plan to enlist plagiarism attacks on other Python-related courses to strengthen and enrich our findings.
